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First off, congratulations for beginning your adventure into building your very own 
custom home.  I’ve helped over thousands of families build their own homes in the 
last 35 years.  Our clients have built everything from affordable starter homes to 
luxurious custom homes. I’ve been involved in condominiums, townhouses, 
income properties, log construction, NET Zero Energy homes, SIP Panel homes and 
modular construction so we have encountered just about everything on this 
journey to becoming a master builder.  Millennium Homes, Ltd (“Millennium”) is 

here to help guide you through this process and this eBook is designed to get you started off on the right track. 

 I could try to narrow down the lessons from those homes down to a couple dozen memorable points, but I think 
the process is more important than the details.  There are absolutely hundreds of lesser points for people to 
consider when getting ready to build a new home but we’ve identified these nine as the most useful to think of 
right off the bat. 

 

1) Start With What You Know and What You DON’T KNOW    

 
Acknowledging that there are things we don’t know, and things we don’t even know we don’t know is a 
good place to start when entering a new adventure for the very first time.  Custom home building is one of 
those things where we can easily say, “I live in a house, I know how a house works” but that would be 
oversimplifying.  Codes, HVAC (Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning), Energy Efficiency – These are just 
three of the things that affect our built environment every single day, but do we ALL really have any 
understanding of how the details of these simple things will affect our design and construction phases of our 
new home?  

The term Conscious Incompetence is used to 
acknowledge that we sometimes gain an understanding 
through experience that we actually don’t have a certain 
competency or knowledge.   At the beginning of the 
spectrum is Unconscious Incompetence, where we 
haven’t even realized what we don’t know.  We gain an 
understanding of what we don’t know in the Conscious 
Incompetence phase, then once we gain knowledge we 
have Conscious Competence, and finally, the last phase 
of understanding is Unconscious Competence.   

 

I used to joke with my friends and associates that after 20 years in the business I could build a home “In my 
Sleep”. THAT is surely Unconscious Competence, but would anyone really want their builder to build THEIR 
home in his sleep?  HARDLY!   However, what you get from a Master Builder with 35 years of experience is 



 
 

the wisdom to see into the future to eliminate potential problems. When you try to build a new home 
yourself without assistance from a professional, the road of stumbling blocks is ALREADY in your path, 
strewn with pitfalls and money pits and delays. 

By engaging Millennium Homes, Ltd early in the process you will get lessons along the way to fill in the gaps 
of your knowledge and experience.  Additionally, we will guide you along a proven path of success with our 
well-established systems of construction and project management. 

  

        

 

 



 
 

2) Next is an Analysis of Your NEEDS, WANTS and DESIRES 

 
Basing a rough home concept on a thorough analysis of your lifestyle and desires is a great starting point.  
Millennium Homes, Ltd. Has developed an organizational tool to prioritize the “things” you NEED, WANT and 
DESIRE in your new home.   
 
Millennium Homes Ltd has a unique process of helping you fulfill your dreams of designing a home that 
meets your needs and your desires.   The three-step process is called "Needs, Wants and Desires". 
 

 
 
 
The "Needs" are those things that you must have in your next home.  The "Wants" are the list of things you 
would add to your home if the budget will allow.  The "Desires" are those things you have dreamed about 
for years and would include if you could absolutely afford to add them into the plan after all your "Wants" 
and "Needs" have been met.   Some of our clients go through several iterations of this three-column list until 
they truly understand what it is that is their highest priority and what is really unreachable for them with 
their current budget.  Trade-offs can occur where a client realizes that the number of bedrooms isn't 
important today as long as they can have that 400 square foot deck to enjoy the views of Pike's Peak for the 
entire time in the home, then they eventually can finish some basement space in the future to add those 
bedrooms as their children bring home future grandchildren to visit down the road.   
 

 



 
 

On the next page is an example of a project and how this process might work for you. 

NEEDS, WANTS and DESIRES

NEEDS 

 Craftsman Style 
Architecture  

 Main Floor Master 
Bedroom 

 Live-in Guest 
Quarters for 
Medical Staff 

 Whirlpool Therapy 
Tub 

 Elevator to 
Basement 

 ADA Access 
 Gourmet Kitchen 
 Two Secondary 

Bedrooms 
 Accessible 

Doorways 36" wide 
 3-Car Garage with 

Wood Shop Area 
 Home Office with 

Outdoor Entrance 
 Recreation Room 

in Basement with 
Billiards Table 
Lighting and Wet 
Bar Area 

 Minimum 300 
Square Foot Deck 
with View of Pikes 
Peak 

 Hypo-allergenic 
Interior Finishes 
and Materials 
Throughout Home 

 Art Lighting in 
Hallways with 
Custom Designed 
Display Niches for 
Existing Collection 

 Security System w/ 
Video Cameras 

 Home Automation 
System 

 

WANTS 

 Custom Garage 
Woodshop with 
Built-in Cabinetry 

 Additional RV 
storage Garage 

 Full Finished 
Basement with 
Two Additional 
Bedrooms 

 ADA access to 
lower level 

 Cedar lined 
closet 

 Wine Bar w /100 
bottle storage 

 Service Entrance 
for Medical Staff 

 Fitness Room 
with Hardwood 
Floor, Mirrored 
Wall and Dance 
Rail 

 Massage Room 
in Basement 

 Rear Yard Lap 
Pool 

 Built-In Cabinetry 
 Upper Level Loft 

with Outdoor 
Deck for Star-
watching 

 Custom 
Cabinetry with 
Bookshelves and 
Desk in 
Secondary 
Bedrooms 

 Outdoor Sport 
Court 

 

DESIRES 

 12-Seat Media 
Room with 105" 
Projection Screen 

 Pop Up TV's in 
each Secondary 
Bedroom 

 Waterfall in Front 
Yard 

 Heated Driveway 
 Full Wine Cellar 

with Temperature 
Control and 400-
Bottle Storage 
Capacity 

 Lighted Tennis 
Court 

 Waterfall Jacuzzi 
Attached to Rear 
Yard Pool 

 Kids Playroom in 
Basement with 
Soundproofing 

 Dumbwaiter to 
Basement Bar 
Area 

 Artificial Grass 
Putting green 

 Extend Elevator 
to Upper Level 
Loft 

 Custom-engraved 
Denver Broncos 
Logo in Fireplace 
Surround 

 Custom Designed 
Outdoor Kitchen 
Area made from 
Stone from 
Owner's Father's 
Estate in 
California
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Once this list is written, Millennium can develop a preliminary estimate so that you may determine what 
WANTS and DESIRES actually make it to your final list of features.   

Too often we encounter a client who has BIG dreams and maybe even a BIGGER budget, but they 
already bought a property for their dream home without considering all of their NEEDS, WANTS and 
DESIRES.  Some have even have had an architect draw up plans for their dream home before they know 
the costs associated with the size or design elements.  Most importantly, they do this without knowing 
how much their home will cost.  Often, they have a dream house in mind with no consideration for the 
lay of the land, zoning and building regulations and neighborhood requirements which might make their 
costly design an unbuildable one.   The SHOCK of having reality meet their dreams head on is often too 
much for some clients before they have even started construction.  For others, out of control costs put 
huge pressure on their budget or lending capabilities long after construction has started and then move 
into a home that falls far short of their dreams.   

 A good estimate is worth its weight in 
gold and Millennium can provide an 
estimate based on a simple sketch and a 
“features list” we help you develop right 
at the outset of your project.   We can 
also help you identify problems with a 
piece of land you are interested in 
purchasing or might already own for your 
dream home project. 

 This type of “napkin estimate” is a 
feasibility tool based on experience and 
our knowledge, along with a little 
“guesstimating”.  You won’t be able to 
take this estimate to the bank for a loan 
but it can guide your preliminary design process and land acquisition.  Its better to be armed with this 
information BEFORE you invest in actual Architectural Plans from your Architect.    

And…this process FORCES you to begin to think of little things like door knobs, surfacing types, and stair 
designs, among other things.    

After this process you will better understand the impact of site specific construction features like walk 
out basements, unique finishes, extra spaces, etc., and it can also assist you to while shopping for that 
special property when looking for land. Understanding the costs associated with utility connections, 
wells, septic tanks, driveways, tree saving, perimeter fencing, etc., will help you to ask better questions 
when working with your Realtor.     

Spend a few days getting to know the rough cost of the size, style, and type of construction you’re 
interested in. You’ll be better informed as you move to the next steps in the process od building your 
Dream Home.  

  



 
 

 3) Construction Financing is Different than Mortgage Financing.  You Need 
to Understand the difference.   

 Shopping for a Construction 
Loan is FAR DIFFERENT than 
shopping for a Mortgage Loan.  
A construction loan is more like 
a short-term loan or line of 
credit, secured only by the land 
your home will sit on.   Lenders 
generally expect you to finish 
construction and pay off the 
construction loan in 12- 18 

months.  At the time your home construction is completed, you most likely pay off the construction loan 
with a mortgage.    Most construction loans have the following characteristics:  

1. Interest Rate is linked in some way to the Prime Rate and may be variable  
2. Short term loan – 12-, 15- or sometimes 18-month term  
3. The best loans have an Interest reserve feature wherein the construction loan interest is added 

to construction costs so you don’t make payments against the loan during construction.  The 
bank adds a reserve amount so they can make the interest payments until the house is 
complete.   

4. Construction loans generally ALWAYS include land payoff.  
5. Periodic “draws” against the loan will be used to pay construction expenses.   “Draws” are based 

on actual invoices from your trade partners and generally the bank will disburse the funds 
directly to the trade subcontractors and obtain lien releases from them as the work proceeds.  
Banks also will inspect the work for completion before they release funds against draws.   

 When shopping for your construction financing it’s best to contact a local bank or a bank that has 
community roots. Large national banks tend to have more rigid terms and more stringent requirements 
for construction loans, whereas local banks are likely to be flexible and have better knowledge of the 
project and the market. You can almost always negotiate a better deal at a local lender.    

“Poorly negotiated or structured loans can cost you thousands if not tens of thousands of dollars in 
excess fees or interest charges.” 

Be careful working with a broker for your construction loan.  Always work with someone who has 
extensive experience structuring CONSTRUCTION loans. Mortgage loan expertise does not necessarily 
translate into construction loan competence.  

 

“Millennium can provide money-saving advice on how to source loans effectively for the construction 
of your home.  We have years of experience evaluating the various options available to you.” 

   

  



 
 

 

4) Don’t Skimp on “House Plans”   

We used to call them blueprints. They’re not blue these days, so we just call them Construction 
Documents (CDs). Good House Plans are well worth it. Excellent House Plans are worth their weight in 
Gold.   

DETAILS – DETAILS – DETAILS.  When it comes to Construction Documents, the more details you can 
provide your Trade Subcontractors, the more smoothly your project will flow and you will save both 
time and money on your project.  Saving a few extra dollars on plans can cost thousands on mistakes 
during construction.    

Construction Documents have two basic 
components - 1) The Architecture; and 2) The 
Engineering. The Architecture shows how the 
exterior of house will look, the orientation of 
the rooms, windows and doors, materials to be 
use both inside and outside the home, and the 
sizes of the rooms and features. The 
Engineering shows how the many different 
structures of the home will be built and how 
they are attached together.  

   

While it’s a good idea to use an architect, that 
is not always the case.  Good designers we’ve 
seen and sometimes designs prepared by 
competent draftspersons result in an excellent 
home. What you really need is someone who 
can translate your concept to the drawings. 
The best designer or Architect is someone who 
is a good listener and who shows enough 
creativity to solve the myriad of design 
problems that inevitably come with every 
custom home. Remember you’re trying to 

balance beauty and utility with some level of economy. Hiring a designer/Architect with these skills will 
inevitably result in a positive outcome during the construction of your Dream Home.  

Before the architecture plans are even completed, they will be handed to a structural engineer for the 
actual calculations of loads and creation of the Structural Foundation and Framing Plans.  The plans go 
back and forth with the architect to work through any conflicts that arise. Once completed the plans are 
ready for submittal to the building permit officials.     

Take the time to interview and select your architect or designer thoroughly. Ask for samples of previous 
work and look at homes that have been built from their designs. You don’t have to overspend but don’t 
jump at the cheapest deal in town. Good quality, detailed design pays for itself many times over.    



 
 

“We’ve reviewed hundreds of plans with clients and have decades of experience in the Denver Area 
evaluating architects and their work.  Millennium happy to help you make good decisions about house 
plans.”  

Beware of house plans sold from magazines or over the 
Internet. Often times the few custom changes you would 
want to make to them would cost just as much as having 
a completely new set of plans prepared by a local 
Architect/Designer.  Often these plans are not complete 
and they are almost NEVER appropriately designed for 
Colorado soils, wind, snow, and seismic activity (yes…in 
Colorado we have to account for seismic activity in house 
design).   

 
I often suggest that you take those type of plan pictures to your Architect/Designer to better inform him 
of your desires.    

  

5) Building a Home is Not Hard - It’s REALLY HARD!!!  

When you’re building a new custom home, you are inevitably responsible for ALL of the following 
choices:  

• Window Sizes • Window Types (i.e., Vinyl, Wood, Metal, Fiberglass)  
• Window Frame Color  
• Roofing Type • Roofing Color  
• Siding, Stucco, Stone, Brick – Types and Colors  

• Front Door – Window glazing, Size, Hardware, Types and Wood Species  
• Wood Flooring – Wood Species, Stain Color, Finish Type  
• Carpet Colors, Types and Textures  
• Tile Colors, Types and Textures  
• Plumbing Fixtures – Brand, Design, Types, Colors, Finishes 
• Cabinetry – Species, Color, Finish, Type  
• Countertop Surface, Color, Material, Edge Treatments 
• Appliance Type, Color, Finish  

• Door Knobs and Cabinet Hardware – Type, Color, Finish 
• Stair Design and Handrail Design and Profile  
• Interior Trim Design and Configuration - Wood Species and Finish  
• Fireplaces – Fuel type, Mantel Design, Hearth Materials, Surround Materials 
• Light Fixtures - Color, Finish, Type 
• Switch and Receptacle Type  
• Low Voltage Wiring (Internet, Home Control, Security Systems, Audio Visual, Cable TV) 
• Garage Door Material and Finish  
• Exterior Surfacing – Concrete, Stains, patterns, Brick Pavers 
• Landscape - Grass type, mulch type, plant species and Location 
• Etcetera, ……………………   



 
 

  

This is the most daunting task you will 
encounter.  The amount of choices in each 
one of these areas is overwhelming.  Keep in 
mind that if you choose to build yourself 
you’ll have unlimited choices with respect to 
these items. One of the reasons a lot of 
families buy from Production or Semi-

Custom Builders is that the amount of choices has been pre-selected to within narrow ranges by the 
homebuilder to create cost efficiency in their building programs.  If you choose to have your home built 
by a custom home builder you’ll be choosing most of these items from a somewhat larger menu of 
choices or from the builder’s preferred vendor. Any choices outside of the “standard” list will carry an 
increased charge.    

 

6) Managing Change is a Potential HUGE Time and Cost Saver 

Once you have made all of the specification 
decisions, for most home owners, the work does not 
stop there.  During construction, situations arise that 
require informed decisions and may affect both 
schedule and cost.  

Nearly EVERY homeowner simply cannot avoid 
visiting the house often (weekly and sometimes 
daily) to check on progress, evaluate the built space 

and fantasize about their future life in their new home. Each visit is inevitably accompanied by some 
new encounter or revelation of a design issue that was not readily clear on the plans: an awkward closet 
location or a door that swings the wrong way.   

Not often does a custom home get built without several if not dozens of changes. CHANGE is and 
inevitable part of the joy, and the headache, of building your own custom home.  Regardless of who 
builds the home, you’ll be involved in it throughout the process. It’s very important to recognize this fact 
up front so you’ll prepare yourself for the 9, 12 months or more of hard work.  

Decisions are made every day in construction processes based on incomplete information, assumptions 
and the personal experience of the construction professionals. Project changes and/or adjustments are 
inevitable as they are a fact-of-life at all stages of a project’s life cycle. Managing changes effectively is 
crucial to the success of a construction project. 

There are five stages in the effective change management model:  

1) identify 
2) evaluate & propose  
3) approve 
4) implement  
5) review 



 
 

A change order made after construction begins always has a cost. The cost may be the time and labor to 
make the change or it may be the price of additional materials or products required—sometimes both. 

In addition, the timing of a change order affects the cost. Changes late in the building process typically 
cost more than earlier ones. Some changes may be cost-prohibitive, such as altering the foundation or 
adding a basement once we’ve started building a home’s structural frame. 

 

7) Timing (Scheduling) is EVERYTHING 

From the first moment you decide to build, to the day you move in, you’ll learn the importance of 
making things happen at the right time.   

“PLAN AHEAD and FOLLOW your PLAN.” 

Making the right decisions about when to purchase the land, when to start house plans, when to choose 
appliances and when to choose your floor tile, can have a tremendous impact on the homebuilding 
stress factor, and in the cost of construction.    

 Start with the right expectations. House plans generally take two to four months to complete, 
sometimes more, depending on complexity.  Engineering takes several weeks as well. Coordinating 
between the Engineer and the Architect/Designer usually takes an additional week or so.  The county or 
city will often take about a month or more to approve your building permit.     

 Actual construction of an average custom home should take about 9 or 10 months. It can be done faster 
(We’ve had a motivated client finish in 4 ½ months) but its best to plan for a longer time frame. Trade 
partners want to move fast and often their work depends upon your readiness.  For example, the 
plumber can’t do his work until you’ve chosen your bathtub and shower faucets.    

To Millennium it is kind of like coaching a football team. All of the weeks of pre-season practicing is akin 
to our plan development and “Choices” phases. After discussing with trade partners, a long “time 
horizon” can be developed that will allow things to fall correctly into place. Understanding time frame 
requirements from your trade partners is key to developing a workable schedule baseline.  Plan your 
work and then work your plan.    

Often times you might wander by a neighborhood construction project and see nobody is working that 
day.  That “Dead Air” Time occurs often and it is generally the result of one of two things.  Something 

went wrong with the 
scheduling process 
(Contractor not notified 
timely enough, etc.) or 
work has stopped because 
a decision needs to be 
made.  (In the second case, 
a change might have been 
requested and all the 
factors are now being 
considered before moving 
forward.)  Most 



 
 

importantly remember that down time really does cost money.  You or your builder will have to have a 
very keen sense of this to keep costs under control.   

  

“Your construction loan is accruing interest every single day whether work is taking place or not.” 

  

8) Understand the Bidding Process, “Retail” vs. “Cost”.  

Think for a moment about the process that a custom builder goes through when he or she provides you 
with an estimate for construction. They have to walk a fine line.  Unless you’ve given them a strict 
estimate limit they have to estimate their cost of construction, overhead and profit, and they have to do 
this while still trying to stay close to the estimate they think you expect.    

A builder will typically estimate just a little high on certain things, say… cabinetry. He’ll also have to pad 
the estimate a bit just in case commodities like copper, concrete, steel, or lumber go up during 
construction.    

An example that seems to resonate for most people is the flooring. Let’s say the builder estimates the 
flooring for your home at $35,000. That $35,000 becomes part of the RETAIL price of your home.  It’s 
part of the construction contract. If the builder then finds a way to put in the cabinetry for $20,000 he or 
she gets to pocket the difference.    

“When you are your own builder – the house simply costs what it costs.” 

In most cases if you’re working with the custom homebuilder’s 
preferred suppliers you’ll never know the true cost of the cabinets, 
plumbing fixtures, light fixtures, flooring, windows, or other design 
items, including your appliances. You’ll simply choose these items 
based on the “allowance” in your estimate.  If you go over the 
allowed amount that will usually become a change order and that 
costs extra!     

 Now consider what happens when you’re the builder. The estimate is simply your guideline. If $25,000 
is estimated for roofing, and you buy it for $18,000, the difference goes into your pocket…or back into 
the home as better flooring, better roofing, nicer tile, or whatever. If you go over the estimate it still 
costs you money but there is no change order penalty.    

When you act as your own general contractor – the house simply costs what it costs. And – you’ll be 
paying every invoice so you’ll know exactly what things cost.  With Millennium, our recommended 
suppliers will sell to you at contractor pricing, so you’ll still enjoy the preferred and discount rates that 
builders do. Sometimes you will find better pricing outside of our preferred network (there are always 
amazing sales on appliances, flooring, etc. and Craigslist is also a source of materials and good deals) 
then you get to benefit from being a wise shopper.    

“That’s the difference between BUILDING at COST or BUYING at RETAIL!” 

   



 
 

9) Project Management Comes Down to Three Things- Building a Good 
Team, Creating a Reasonable Schedule and Good Problem-Solving skills.   

Let’s face it - a home building project is really just a very large project management opportunity. 
Nowadays, the most important tools used by even the best builders are computers, cellphones, 
calendars, and checkbooks.    

If you’ve planned a wedding or a family reunion before you’ve done pretty much the same thing 
(okay…maybe on a smaller scale). Methods, materials, scheduling, etc., are pretty much the same for 
every home built these days. Codes spell out certain techniques and most major structures and systems 
are inspected by code officials.   

No matter if you build yourself or 
choose a top-quality custom 
homebuilder, your home will 
present you with dozens of 
opportunities to be creative, solve 
problems, overcome challenges, 
and work toward a goal. Most of us 
have these skills.  If you’re building 
yourself you’ll also have to know 
how to sequence things, when to 
order materials, who to call, where 
to buy, how to pay for things, and 

who to fall back on to solve problems. Unless you’ve built before you’ll need a good source for advice on 
all of these things.   

With Millennium you’ll have an easy to follow sequence, you’ll have great resources to call for labor and 
materials, and you’ll have several dozen trade partners on your team trying to help you reach the goal.  
Our expert advice just always just an email or a phone call away. We’ll also be on site periodically to 
provide an experienced set of eyes checking on your progress along the way,    

With Millennium as a building advisor you’ll have a proven “safety net” - Someone with experience, 
resources knowledge developed over 35 years in the industry. With Millennium at your side you’ll be 
completely and ultimately in charge but you’ll have the security of knowing that someone is alongside to 
help keep you on the right track. 

 

 

Contact Millennium Homes, Ltd. Today to discuss your Custom Home Project!   
We look forward to helping you make your DREAMS become your REALITY!! 


